
Bride valley Jophiel
Price: £3,500.00   (excl VAT)
Sire: Patou Hollister
Dam: Patou Mackenzie
Type: Female
Breed Type: Huacaya
Colour: Black (Solid Colour)
Registered With: BAS
Blood Lineage: UK/Australian/Peruvian/Chilean
Date of Birth: 21st June 2021

Bride valley Jophiel

Black (Solid Colour) - Huacaya

Patou Hollister

(Dark Brown (Solid Colour) - Huacaya)

Patou Mackenzie

(Dark Brown (Solid Colour) - Huacaya)

Wimmera Skies Class Act of RED

Patou Penelope

Toft Timogen

Patou Bijou

Manna-Gum Farm just A Gigolo

Wimmera Skies Malena ET

Canchones Witness of Inca

Bourne Bobby

Van Diemen Qjori of Patou

Patou Fifi

Lavender Park Tulley

Toft Nashira

Description: 

This is a very hard sale as this little female is such a beautiful character and will be a great addition to any herd
.Unfortunately  i am limited with whom i can mate her to   and need to make way for this years crop of cria . She has a
solid frame frame with a true to type classic head . Her fleece is fine ,dense with a uniform of colour and a good amount
of long fibre.
 This female is packed with classic genetics including her grandsire being Toft Timogen .
 Both her mother and grandam are superb mothers who birth with ease and need no assitance  so if she follows in  their
footsteps then she too will be an amazing stud female .
Angel is currently empty but can be mated this year to one of our stud males as part of the sale
Price is negiotiable  as a  good home absolute priority ,training and support given if required .
Discount available on the purchase of two or more alpaca
Upto date with all husbandry and vaccinations
We only have a few alpaca advertised but have a variety of colours and ages available for sale and can put together a
great little package to help grow your herd 
Our alpaca have been raised in a loving family environment
price negotiable to right home
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